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Introduction
The concept of a BullCharts “Workspace” was introduced in Brainy's article BC-09-400. In this article
in Brainy's series on BullCharts (number BC-09-410) we take a more in-depth look at the BullCharts
Workspace. In particular, we look at manipulating the several price chart windows — maximising,
minimising, linking and tiling the windows.
We also look a little deeper at updating an existing Workspace.
For a definition and introductory discussion of Workspaces, refer to article BC-09-400.

Workspace — quick recap
Take a look at the price chart in the screen shot in Figure 1 below. In this sample, the “Workspace” is
the collection of price charts that are displayed (all 3 of them in this example), including the specific
security (or securities), and the time period for each chart, and the indicators that are displayed, and
the details shown on each chart. Note that whenever you have more than one price chart displayed, it
is a Workspace whether you actually save it as a Workspace or not.

Figure 1: A sample BullCharts Workspace saved with the
name “Modern-Weinstein” as shown in the blue title bar at the top.
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